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Chapter 10 

Permafrost and the 
Geothermal Regimes 

A. H. Lachenbmch, G. W. Greene, 
and B. V. Marshall 

Tr   \CiimTC  C,langc that  h"  ""en TpZres" 
throughout the past century has Increased fh« ™ 
annual grou.K.-^rfacc te^perature^oTtt ^erZ 
tt*.   If the  present   climate   oersists    th„   < i    J 

aLTn?rtottor^ntu^^ about 1170 to about 850 ft. Earth-temperature anom- 
alles near the shoreline Indicate a rapid encS 
^ of/^Ch^chi Sea several thousld years ^0 

and imply that permafrost extends und^the marZ 
of he sea to a maximum distance of about 100 yard" 
at a depth of 200 or 300 ft •" *uu yaras 

fr0
PmlIr,}nfry, VeaXiltB ln^cate that 'owl  heat  flow 

w^-agf0''       ^ earth ia Cl08e t0 the W0^ 

the valley of iotoru. CreT^ 
sured in a few stratP^naiiv i„   t "  ,.       n AIas,ca-TemPeratures were mea- 

selected sJZeTXl^ c^t^To^ Z^^ ^^ 0i 

Where possible,  the hole locations ^ 
important role played by bodies of wJ!. AU. ^ PermU an ,Uliaysie of *** 
simplified by the uniformity of tL toi; ^^ ^ "»«^l Problems are 
of appreciable heat S ^ ^ ">e absence 
information on thermal conductTvutYrH^rf 0£ thepermafr0st' ******* 
terpretation is attempted   We are lust h f0re * detai1«* 1«*ntitative In- 
ments of thermal coXtti* therefore someTtn0 ^ ^^^ m*a8ur*- 
in a general way at this tin-"    tl,erefore 80,ne of «>e results can be reported only 

149 
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^iT^zzc^zr-.T:1 srrof ^air near the Bround 

temperatures generally obtain to depths on the order of 1000 ft Centierade 

ture are defiL"«1'1"18 ^ 0CCUpy ^ re6ion of Perennially negative tempera- 
Sat miL hi Pf r^afr0St irresPective o' «»e physical state of any moistur* 
tea mght be present (Müller, 1945). Substantial amounts of unfrozen w"tTcin 
solids   bv'Td^ ." a "^ 0f £reezin^«t Pression caused by diss" ve^ 

torJ'^T I" b0Und,ed bel0W by a 0OC iso8^herm, which, beneath a uni- 

thin «,.,«„.,1 i ^   „        «unng most of a 4-month summer period. Thus a 
ures'lX Thebas6 «T 1Tr\ e*»e™™s *>**** "ntigJade tempera- 
s  the d^th  at     K   ! ^    e aCt,Ve layer'0r the uPPer ^""^«-y of Permafrost 
LnnJ P?       I Ch ^  niaXimUm annual temP^atureisO°C.ForPrrcUcai 
SSvLr ^  ,dentified With ^  maXlmUm "epth of summer St 

into STSh^nH6 *eTerat"re '*the gr0Und SUrfaCe pro™*te slowly d°wnward 

DETERMINATION OF NATURAL EARTH TEMPERATURES 

The problem of determining natural earth temperatures has two parts 

nrlTTrf* temperature measurement and determination of the tern-' 
measured. ^^ ^ ^^ the h0le in ^ch temperatures a^e 

no„ri.w
mPera^re ,"easurements were «ade with thermistors spliced into multl- 

conduc or cables at regularly spaced intervals. The cables were lowereTinto 
boreholes and left in place for at least 1 year. Periodic meLurVmlnts of toe 

brSe'The „rt thern,iSt0r ^ ^ ^ ** -face with a Catl^ 
S? V . "Slstances ^«e converted to temperatures by using individual 
calibration data previously determined for each thermistor. With thTparUcZ 
thermxstors and measuring equipment used in this study, the limit of accuracy !s 
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a few hundredths of a centigrade degree. Where possible, cables were returned 
to the laboratory for recalibration after a year or two of service as a check on 
the stability of the thermistors. For further details of instrumentation see 
Swartz (1954), Lachenbruch and Brewer (1959), and Lachenbruch et al. (1962). 

Thermal cables were installed in four holes, designated A, B, C, and D (see 
Fig. 2), to depths of 584, 1015, 1000, and 1189 ft, respectively. Holes A and B 
were drilled during the summer of 1959 by conventional methods. The relatively 
warm driUing fluid caused thawing and sloughing of incompetent wall rock. This 
thawing and sloughing damaged the cables and rendered many of the thermistors, 
including all those below 500 ft, unreliable. Holes C and D were drilled in the 
summer of 1960 by the Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, U. S. 
Army Corps of Engineers. Their driUing with refrigerated fluid (see Chap. 6) 
required special techniques developed by Robert Lange, who directed the highly 
successful drilling. Drilling with refrigerated fluid had three great advantages 
over the conventional drilling of the previous year: (1) the wall was maintained 
in a frozen and competent condition, and thus there was no damage to the cables; 
(2) frozen natural-state permafrost cores were obtained for laboratory testsj 
ana (3) relatively little thermal disturbance resulted; so natural earth tempera- 
tures were rapidly restored. 

A theoretical analysis of the dissipation of heat introduced by drilling 
(Bullard, 1947; Lachenbruch and Brewer, 1959) shows that under fairly general 
conditions the return of the temperature e(z,/) to its natural predrilling value 
öo(^), at any depth z, can be described by 

Q(z,l) = /I In fy-?) + Go(*) (/ » s) (1) 

where / is the time since the drill bit reached the depth z, s is the value of / at 
the cessation of drilling, and /I is a constant sensitive to the temperature of the 
drilling fluid. Thus, a semilogarithmic plot of observed temperature vs. (/ - s)/t 
should yield a straight line of slope A, which, when extrapolated to (/ - s)/t = 1.0, 
i.e., infinite time, should yield the natural, or equilibrium, temperature G,. The' 
method is illustrated in Fig. 1 with data taken near the 300-ft depth in each of the 
four holes. Note the rapid approach to equilibrium, indicated by the small slopes, 
of the two holes, C and D, drilled with refrigerated fluid. The positive slope for 
hole C indicates that the permafrost at the 300-ft depth was actually cooled by 
the drilling process. The equilibrium temperature is determined by a short 
extrapolation. The natural earth temperatures determined by extrapolation are 
presented for all four holes in Fig. 2 and will be discussed later. 

NEAR-SURFACE TEMPERATURES 

The air temperature near the ground and the ground-surface temperature are 
subject to short-term fluctuations of large amplitude corresponding to diurnal 
changes, to random warm spells and cold snaps, and to periodic annual seasonal 
changes. Recording three-pen thermographs installed on the tundra near holes C 
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and D permitted a study of the downward propagation of such fluctuations. These 
instruments provided a continuous record of the temperature (1) in the air (4 ft 
above the ground surface in a standard U. S. Weather Bureau shelter), (2) 1 in. 
brneath the ground surface, and (3) 28 in. beneath the ground surface near the 
base of the active layer. Thermograph observations near hole D are summarized 
on the upper scale in Fig. 3. Several thermistors installed throughout the upper 
50 ft of holes C and D showed the short-term temperature fluctuations in the 
underlying permafrost. The thermistors were read weekly or biweekly whenever 
possible. Data from hole D are presented on the lower temperature scale in 
Fig. 3. 

The general form of the irregular curves obtained from air and from the 
active layer was obtained by smoothing the data as follows: (1) Mean daily tem- 
peratures were obtained by graphical integration of the thermograph records; 
(2) 5-day sliding averages were computed from the means; and (3) these were 
averaged in 5-day increments and plotted. October is the most interesting month 
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-5 -4 -3 -2 
TEMPERATURE, »C 

+ 1 

/•ii'. ^—Eqiiilibrinm Iciiilwratiircs in holes A, B, C, and Ü. Shading indicates 
Iciiipcratiite aiioinalics associated primarily nitlt lite ocean, the lagoon, or 
climatic change. 

of the year since most of the freeze-up occurs then. Unfortunately it is the only 
month for which active-layer temperatures are not presently available. Since 
more near-surface temperature data are being accumulated, only a brief qualita- 
tive discussion will be given at this time. 

Perhaps the most conspicuous aspect of Fig, 3 is the smoothing of the thermal 
fluctuations as they penetrate the earth. Even when they are artifically smoothed 
and plotted on a contracted temperature scale, the surficial temperatures appear 
most irregular compared with the unsmoothed data obtained from permafrost a 
few feet below. Most of this smoothing can be explained by the fact that conducted 
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(b) 

o!ui^zz:f"b
cK "u'y""" n'*i"u'"' "o'c ü '■" ""■ ""■""" "<'"■< '«.""• <«> 

temperature waves are attenuated exponentially with depth, the negative exponent 
being proportional to the square root of the frequency. Thus the high-frequency 
components (short-term fluctuations) of the surface temperature are attenuated 
rapidly; and only the fundamental frequency, that with a period of 1 year, is 
significant at depths greater than 15 or 20 ft. The annual wave also ultimately 
vanishes as its amplitude passes from about 150C at the surface to a little over 
3 C at -15 ft and 0.15 C at -50 ft. At depths greater than 70 ft, the annual wave 
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is no longer detectable even with the most sensitive thermal elements. System- 
atic temperature changes that persist over many years, climatic changes, for 
example can, of course, penetrate to much greater depths. Such a change is 
discussed in the next section. 

Figure 3 shows that temperature fluctuations at the ground surface are 
considerably more subdued than those in the air and that very significant attenua- 
tion occurs in the active layer between the surface and the 28-in. depth. Much 
of this attenuation in the active layer is the result of seasonal liberation and 
absorption of latent heat from the freezing and thawing of interstitial water and 
is not related to the normal attenuation in conduction discussed above. A signifi- 
cant shift in the mean annual temperature probably occurs between the air and 
the ground surface, but this cannot be investigated until more data are available 
and precise calibration checks are made on the thermograph elements 

Since the thermograph element at -28 in. is within a few inches of the base 

llJ^.T^ ^^ " Can be inferred fr0n, Fig- 3 that the freeze-uP * the active layer at this site was completed by about November 1 in 1960. Very rapid cooline 
üZr ? K « freeze-up of the active layer, but this cooling was offset some- 
what at the 28-m. depth by the effects of the warm spell in the first half of 
November. Rapid cooling is conspicuous, however, at the 5- and 10-ft depths in 
early December. It represents a rapid adjustment of the thermal gradient after 
the retardation of winter cooling by the liberation of latent heat in the refreezing 
active layer (Lachenbruch ei al., 1962). 

In addition to attenuation, the phase retardation, or time delay in the down- 
ward propagation of temperature fluctuations, is conspicuous in Fig 3 Both 
effects are well illustrated by the warm spell that occurred about January 22 at 

lSUr™CMhe effeCtS 0i the Warm spe11 aPPear 10 days later at the 5-ft depth 
with a 20-fold reduction in amplitude. At the 15-ft depth the effects are scarcely 
detectable as a slight change in slope in mid-February. Note that, because of the 
phase retardation in the annual wave, maximum temperatures occur in midwinter 
and minimum temperatures in midsummer at the 30-ft depth. 

RECENT CLIMATIC CHANGE 

Temperatures below the depths of annual change will be discussed for hole D 
(Fig. 2) first because this hole is remote from bodies of water and their compli- 
cating thermal effects. The almost linear portion of the curve below - 500 ft 
represents steady heat flow from the earth through relatively homogeneous 
materials. Extrapolation of this straight line to the surface U = 0) yields a 
temperature of -7.1eC. The results of this extrapolation strongly suggest that 
the linear temperature profile at depth developed under thermal equilibrium with 
a mean ground-surface temperature of -7.10C. Extrapolation of the measured 
profile suggests that the present mean surface temperature at hole D is about 
-5 C. The curvature in the upper 500 ft evidently represents a departure from 
thermal equilibrium caused by a recent trend toward higher mean ground-surface 
temperatures. The nature of this trend, which presumably represents a climatic 
change, can be investigated with the theory of heat conduction. The problem has 
been discussed by Birch (1948). 
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peJLTe^c^uZ^^J0' ^ Changing mean annual surface tem- 
to have sWrted rDr2nl ^ u***™* * the Change and the time " ^ ^ve 
observeHrofile aS^D i^r^l feCt 0n Permafr0St '^P^atures. If the 
anomaly T£ tt^ ^ D^ ^ T^ ^T"™' ^ ClimaUC 

temperature, e., was assumed to have varied as *" annUal SUrfaCe 

0.s = u:. 1  _es OS AS/- 

where A represents time before the oresent and fi i= fh 

is   bl     repre« 0
b
U

v       r'T0 '"' ^ a ma8,,itUde 0f 2 C- " the ^S 
started  aZt  ^n „     y arly increasin8  s"rface temperature, ,/    1  a 

SSaCe^sT tS0foar" 7= ^7-1 ^7"f ^ 2l^: 

rr^r = r^Try T
^

;
 ^r';: ^Vae"?" 

and a maximum errTof 0 02°c' Thf ^, ^V StanClarCl err0r 0f about 0-0rc 

0.02"C and a ma"mum elr of'o 04'C        " =    yieldS a Standard en0r 0f ab0Ut 

mentsXr'Ts TZT^ZT ? T ^ * ""^^ 0f tlle '~- 
tell the same general stor. 1. ft" the m0C,elS- Nevertl«less, they all 
last hundred y^s t a^ • \ ^e^^" ^"^ WaS ef ^-"V «" -e„t of the 
hole  D by 2° to 2l/'c   A Lm.i . ground-surface temperature at 

at  Point ^rr::  k^^^^Tl ^T" ^ 

rr^^aTd^r^^-T^ 
(Misener   1955) Bay' NOrthWeSt Ter'-itories, Canada 

te^^^^i^l-^'vj'y'-t^^s .cveaio., ,ll:ll tll0 ..,,>. .„npU. 

7x 10^cal/=C%c.c/cn"   Thisy odsTheu   S fül""tl0" '« -bou 
coincidence,  is still  "close to the wo IdwIde Tv^- .^    ,1-' ' lü     ^'^"'Vsee. which, by 
interim have resulted in an upward "^8*0« ofT T. I many dete'minafion8 in the 
is 7 instead of 5.5 x i0-> cal%mÄc/8ec a« oL^ •"«   ^      ^8e 'hC me"n condut'<'vity 
in clculation of shoreline n„elts   .nd cl^iciZ ' tht-diff"«'^'y values used 
">" lin,e determined from these anälvses shouH h^ change were proportionally low: hence 
«ene, :,1 results are unchan«ed y b0 '^^ ^«"»ard by 25"f or so    The 
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TEMPERATURE ANOMALY "C 
0 1-0 2.0 

5« I07 

1803 

4x 10' 

1835 

3 « 10' 2 x 10' 

1867 |S98 

YEAR  (WHERE a - 0.01 cm'/iee) 

(bl 

I x 10' 

1930 

Ocm2 

1942 

Thus,  an analysis of the  case n - '/ ivt*   A 

warming is equivalent to fte introdulL V.! Part b)' reVealS ^ the climatic 
the rate  of  iLt 20 clw ^ 
about half asTeat as   £ steaHvynear   ^^ PaSt eight decade8- Thi8 *** * 
but only a percent oJ so of theflt of S »H T* 'T ^ ^^ ™rm lnter^ 
at tempera'tures lie 1^ ^tlt^ T^ ^^ ^ er0^ ^^ 
with the changing seasons " at te,nPerat""B below the mean 

recen^a^le^L™1 ^ ^ -^ " ****** that "^re the 
for severa! c^s"^/^^^^^'^ reMr^f ^ 
cannot be accounted for as nart of , =fl , . toe recent warming trend 
mean. The dateCy S? It  IS/'f0CUC ?UCtUati0n ab0Ut a lon«-tern> 
curred in the last tStZTZ^n **    *** ChangeS haVe n0t oc- 

thous^yeLTteC^re'Sir T^T **'* t0 PerSiSt tor ^eral 
duration .preseSTr^lT^^^^^^ 
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depth and intersecting the surface at about -5^. Under such conditions the (Tc 
isotherm (bottom of permafrost) would lie at a depth of only about -850 ft. In 
this sense about 25% of the permafrost beneath Ogotoruk Valley is the product of 
an extinct climate. 

It is important to emphasize that the increase in mean annual ground-surface 
temperature does not necessarily imply that the mean annual air temperature has 
increased. Subtle changes in other climatic parameters could account for the 
trend. Although this change in mean ground-surface temperature might not, in 
itself, be important to local biological systems, it probably was accompanied by 
marked changes in other more biologically significant parameters, such as 
amplitude of seasonal temperature variation or quantity of winter snow or summer 
rain. The mean annual ground-surface temperature just happens to be the quantify 
accessible to a geothermal analysis. 

HOLE B AND THE SURFACE MICROENVIRONMENT 

The thermal profile at hole B has a similar but less pronounced curvature 
than that at hole D (Fig. 2), Since only three uncertain measurements are avail- 
able below the 400-ft depth in hole B, it is not possible to determine tne gradient 
accurately at depth. One reasonable interpretation is represented by the straight 
line drawn asymptotic to the profile for hole B in Fig, 2. This interpretation 
would imply that before the recent climatic change the mean surface temperatures 
at holes B and D were the same, or-V.rc. The corresponding geothermal 
anomaly is plotted as curve B in Fig. 4, part a. Curve B can be obtained within 
instrumental error by multiplying the abscissa for curve D by a factor of 0.62. 
Thus the five models represented in Fig, 4, part b, account for curve B within 
instrumental error if the temperature scale is reduced by 0.62. Hence a total 
change of mean surface temperature at holeDof 20C corresponds to one at hole B 
of about 1.25°C, 

The difference in the present mean annual surface temperatures over the half 
mile or so between holes D and B seems to be real although the value of this 
difference, about Vc, can be adjusted somewhat, depending on the model used as 
a basis for interpretation. The evidence is inconclusive, but it does suggest that 
the mean annual ground-surface temperatures at the two sites were not signifi- 
cantly different before the climatic change. Thus it is likely that the microen- 
vironmental difference causing the present disparity between the surface tem- 
peratures at holes B and D probably evolved during the last century and might 
well be in the process of change today. As an example, the surface in the vicinity 
of hole D has high microrelief with Erioplwrum tussocks interspersed with bare 
mineral soil. At hole B the microrelief is less extreme, and the vegetal mat is 
more continuous. If the rough surface near hole D traps more drifting snow, this 
could account for the difference (Lachenbruch, 1959), The existing data could then 
be interpreted as an indication that the extreme microrelief developed recently 
near hole D, perhaps as a result of the climatic change. Several other possible 
causes could be mentioned, but the identification of the most likely factors is best 
left to the ecologists. 
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EFFECTS OF BODIES OF WATER 

(inserrFi^'af'rf- ^ D TT drilled at Varying distances t™™ ^e shoreline 
betwe^ Se' tlmnlZ ^T * ^ ^^ in FiB- 2 ^ ^ maJ0'- Irenes 
^rtT. J « T!! " Pr0flleS iS the result of the ^rmal effects of the ocean 
at hiTw-H H ^dieS 0f Water Can CaUSe «"«-prisingly large geothermal effect 
te^L, K

S
 

beCaUSe the Perennially frozen bottom sediments have a" e^ 
emperature above the freezing temperature of the water that contacts them  bS 

oTw^rTorms^ IT" V™'** ^ ^^ COld"- "C -h « a^ 
IrT**   f . " a Sh0reline m0ves' the temperature of a portion of the 
gate^^n

ria"d
C

a
h7r: "n"^- The resu"lng geothermal disturbance prlpj! 

therLfZn^ . "^ int0 the earth; " takes thousands of years befLe 
^omah« T.,S approached in the permafrost zone. Measurements of thLe 
anomalies can yield information on the chronology of shoreline movements   sZl 

solid   sur ace,  present  shoreline  configuration,  past history of  the shore! n* 

^inverse problem for climatic change, the results are ambiS.^buUhey^" 

1961)'and' Z T™ 0f T ^^ ^ Sl0peS Very ^"t^ ^^ and Sainsbury 

EHE?"-—-- 
oTl cj? ec) fr0r^^^      ^ ^ thermal di«usivity can be estimated SS 

climatic warming are unimpoStIn^caTcJiaiio's   ^ *"*** * ** "^ 

PoinfT61"1 haS Sh0Wn that the temperature of shallow coastal waters near 

con,«™.»««,, „«,, SUB8cat. „,., „„ „.^.t "«.„te   r^'iS 

z^Tor:::7;x-T'rL ZT"-"*"-'-'"- "•-*»«^ «Ä      e     lS   ü-75 C- The corresponding averages for Point Barrow and 

vmiZt BlVVU'r• ICÜ- WatL"' and BOtt0m ^"'1—"re. „car Point Barrow. Alaska. un- 
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Z™ H*? 
f,?m the data 0f BreW'?r and Bloom are about -0-45oC and -0 90"C 

respectively It will be assumed that the mean bottom-sediment temperature has' 
remained   close   to this  valup  r+n 7R°rM  «■„    n. . icmj^raiure nas 
Thi«  ^o.,™ ♦ (    •  5 C)  for  the Past several thousand years. 
This  assumption  is  supported by   evidence from Point Barrow that the recen 

eTand b^ T  ^T  ^^  0n  SUbmerged  SUrfaces (Lachenbrich      ./ 
1962)   and by   evidence  from hole  D  that indicates a uniform gradient at depth 

ZtZlZ^Zr'^ mean SU—-rature chL.es withinX 

at ho^ C^MTJI ^T fSUmptions' the th^mal anomaly caused by the sea 
Such 19^ il F ' r^66" COmPUted fr0m heat—'"ction theory (Lachen- 
bruch.   1957a).   In  Fig.   5  the  curve marked /     . represents the effect the sea 

would have if the shoreline had been in its 
present position long enough for thermal equi- 
librium to obtain. The other two broken curves 
in Fig. 5 represent the thermal effect to be 
expected at hole C if the shoreline had moved 
suddenly to its present position 4000 or 1000 
years ago. 

Curve C-D (Fig. 5) represents the differ- 
ence  between  the  temperatures  measured  at 
holes C and D. It can be shown that hole D is 
so far inland (3900 ft) that temperatures there 
are  unaffected by  the  ocean. Hence, if other 
conditions  are  equal  at  the  two sites, curve 
C-D represents the thermal disturbance caused 
by the sea at hole C. Curve C-B represents the 
difference  between measured temperatures at 
holes C and B (about 2000 ft inland).  From the 
shapes of curves C-B and C-D, it is clear that 
the   theoretical   model   (broken  lines)  is  too 
simple   to   account   for details  of  the  ocean 
disturbance. Since C-D does not increase with 
depth, however, the present shoreline position 
evidently has not been occupied long enough for 
the ground to attain thermal equilibrium with 
the sea. The simple model of a rapid shoreline 
transgression  4000  years ago fits curve C-D 
very well below 700 ft and hence agrees with 
the  measured depth of permafrost at hole C 
(945 ft). Near the surface. C-B and C-Dbracket 

Hfi. ',—A„„lysis ,„ llu-rmal ciicls „I Ihv „ecu 
Liinc L-,i rc/ncscils /,////„ ;»/«n' dhu-nuccs !„■- 
Im-iii hrles (. „„,1 11. Crr, C-D rf/iirsculs Ir.u- 
l-cinhnc i/itu-r.Hccs tntnee, liolrs C ,„„/II. liml.ci 

0 1 2 : '""■''   '■''/"■'■■-'"/   ""■ vnmlmlcil vtuvl  „I   W,   C ,„  „ 

TEMPERATURE ANOMALy, »c IT^.W^'''''  /,"""^V~'"" "'   ""' l"^"l t^Hinn 
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the theoretical curves; thus their departure from the model can be explained if 
the mean surface temperature at hole C is intermediate between that at hole B 
and at hole D. The departure of C-B from C-D at depth is evidently the result of 
local topographic effects at hole B and possibly of a minor difference in thermal 
conductivity. 

If the departure at intermediate depth between curve C-D and the curve 
/ 4000 were to be explained in terms of shoreline history, we would be forced 
to infer that several thousand years ago the transgressing shoreline "overshot" 
by several hundred feet and then retreated to its present position in the last 
century. However, such an explanation is precluded by the present beach mor- 
phology. Although alternative explanations are possible, the most likely explana- 
tion is that the disparity represents the combined effect of a low-conductivity 
layer in hole C between-200 and -300 ft, as indicated by the change in gradient 
(Fig. 2), and the neglected effects of the latent heat of melting interstitial ice at 
the rising base of permafrost. A preliminary calculation accounting for these 
effects suggests that the thermal data are consistent with a rapid shoreline 
transgression occurring about 6000 years ago.t Although this date is consistent 
with that inferred by Giddings (1960) from archeological studies and by Moore 
(1960) froin study of the beaches, it could be revised upward or downward by as 
much as 50'* when additional thermal conductivity values become available and 
make more refined calculations possible. 

The distribution of permafrost corresponding to the theoretical models 
represented in Fig. 5 is shown in Fig. 6. The theoretical curve corresponding 
to a rapid transgression 4000 years ago gives the depth of permafrost correctly 
at the two places where it was measured (holes C and D) and probably provides 
a reasonable approximation to the actual permafrost distribution even though the 
actual date of transgression is underestimated because of the neglected effects 
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^realer. Asterisks denote the measured defilli o) permajrost. 

tSeu footnote on p. 15(i. 
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m^ZiTcJt atr
UnH?y,WhiCh ^time 0f m0Vement is ^erestimated by 

beLTnl cu" es6, TlTl * «OOTFVT rT^ t0 ^ ** ^^ ** 
to be about 1% or less. 8'   ^        aVerage iCe COntent is believed 

As  implied in Fig.  2,  the major cause of the difference between the tem 

^Te" i^ptlecteT C ^ ^^ ^ 0f the lag00n- H ^irarshort une trend is projected across the mouth of the lagoon, holes A and C are about 

£ ZTtn ^ fr0m it: henCe the therraal e«"ts öf the sea'e expecte^to 
be about the same in each hole, and the convergence at depth of the temperature 

It of hr , A ^ C (Fig- 2) iS n0t SUrpri8i^ Since ** **    *Ze*Z 
its 1 , TT Vary aPPreciably f™™ year to year, it is not possible to st^y 
Z Zl™* "I in detail by the0retiCal methods- Nevertheless, appUcation of 
toe three-dimensional heat-conduction model (Lachenbruch, 1957b) sE Sat the 
difference between the temperature profiles at holes A aAd C is of the eSecteS 
general orm and magnitude if the lagoon is assumed to have occupied Us SesS 
position for the last few thousand years. occupied us present 

PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE OF EARTH HEAT FLOW 

„f uSTe T temPeratures in hole D are not influenced by the thermal effects 
of bodies of water, the increase in temperature with depth below - 5oTft can be 
identified with the outward flow of heat from the earth's interior. The Learity 
of the profile suggests that the rocks have a relatively uniform thermL con- 

iform L Vierd ^ the SCale 0f the thermiSt0r s^. AUhoS dSiled «formation is not yet available on the conductivity, we ran aboutM tests on 
frozen core selected at random while we were developing and Jefinii the con- 
ductivity apparatus. The core samples yielded an average value of 5 5 x To-' 
^ L0^- MultiP1yin8 this average value by the meaJthema! gradient be- 
low -500 ft in hole D (19.8 x 10^C/cm) yields a heat flow of 2ut 1.   x 10"« 

efeZt ' T10!1 ^ Ci0Se t0 ^ WOrlC,Wide aVera«e ^ ™ *™ « Uy. f The greatest uncertainty in this calculation lies in the selection of the mean va ue of 
toe thermal conductivity, which might be adjusted by as much as 10 or 15% rfter 
more extensive measurements are made. The neglected thermal effects of 
opographic relief would affect the results by only about 2%, a^d toeefffcL of f 

gEaü r v^/" Xn.gr0Und-SUrfaCe temperature at ^ end of wts onl gUciation by possibly 10%. Since the area was not glaciated in Wisconsin time 

raZa!"'.   r6/8 n0 eVidenCe ^ any SUch ^ange occurred; nor is there^ 

TZ r:scooiUpecuiatinB if 8uch a hypotheticai change mi*ht have been l 
iQ«feat'Hfl0

t
W

M
StUdleS at Resolute Bay. Northwest Territories, Canada (Misener 

slllLt^^LZV0^ **he™'1962, have i;d some a^" ö 
The'resuWs from lot.    t v^,   " iS ^ ^^ 0f greater ^ n0rmal heat «°w. The results from Ogotoruk Valley are not consistent with such a generalization. 

tSee footnote on p. 156. 
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